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Intended Audience and Purpose
This document provides digital UX/UI standards for the Canada Science and Technology Museum
(CSTM) exhibition media. It is intended for use by the various Design/Build teams (DBs) and their
respective in-house or subcontracted software partners. The aim behind these standards is to
ensure that visitors perceive a degree of consistency of user experience (UX) and user interface (UI)
across the entire museum. At the same time, the museum doesn’t want to be overly prescriptive
and needlessly constrain the creativity of the various exhibition teams. For this reason, we err on
the side of minimalism, providing guidance only on elements that have been carefully considered by
a range of internal stakeholders.
It is important to note that these CSTM’s Accessibility Guidelines remain in full effect. At all points of
development—and in all design decisions—the Accessibility Guidelines must be adhered to. In the
event that the guidelines cannot be followed or there is a compelling reason to move away from
them, DBs must receive explicit approval from the museum. (On a related point, the CSTM Graphic
Standards should also be followed … although these deal primarily with print rather than digital
media.)
Finally, please keep in mind that this is a ‘living’ document. We have crafted these standards based
on discussions with internal stakeholders and available knowledge. As development proceeds (e.g.,
the release of the next phase of design documentation at month’s end), we fully expect that
adjustments will need to be made. In particular, we request that the various DBs and their
respective software teams review the standards and raise questions or concerns.
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Types of Digital Media
In discussing digital media, it is helpful to have a taxonomy of exhibit types. While there are many
ways of categorizing exhibits, a reasonable breakdown is:
Screen-based interactives: Any interactive experience that involves one or more screens. This is a
broad category that includes everything from simple single-touchscreen “kiosks” to larger multiscreen multi-user game-like experiences.
Audio stations: Listening stations that don’t have a screen component. These could range from
button-initiated playback through a handheld wand to motion-triggered audio via an overhead
directional speaker.
Linear film experiences: Linear film is characterized by a lack of interactivity on the part of the
viewer. Typically this is done in the context of a theatrette or on overhead (out of reach) screens
that play looping or motion-triggered video.
Immersive environments: Immersive environments are generally multi-user. They typically would
not involve screens but might use sensors to trigger audio, video or lighting based on visitor
presence or behaviours.
Digital signage: Specialized (possibly touch) screens used to convey program and general
information to visitors.
Mechanical interactives: Many mechanical interactives use hidden electronics, either as part of the
experience proper or as diagnostics. CSTM’s general rule is that “if it has a component that plugs in,
it’s digital.”
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Asset Production
Before we discuss the exhibit types in turn, it is worth enumerating general constraints on
production assets. In the lead-up to opening, the various DBs are going to deliver vast amounts of
images, videos, audio files, source code, etc. It is critical that these be delivered in a structured
manner. Here we focus on assets that would typically be delivered by a graphic designer or video
editor. The organization of source code is outside the scope of this document. Here is what we
know at present (numbers for ease of reference, not an indication of priority):

1. Filenames must avoid spaces and have appropriate extensions (e.g., .png, .ai, .jpg).
2. To facilitate changes, all image assets must be made available in both a production and
source file (editable) format. For example, a button might be deployed in PNG format
(production) but created as a layered asset in Photoshop or Illustrator (archival/editable).
CSTM requires that both versions be supplied.
3. In keeping with the April 2016 Graphic Standards from Aldrich Pears Associates (APA), the
font family Univers should be used for all body text. In consultation with CSTM, DBs can
select an alternative font for titles provided that it meets accessibility standards.
4. The production images should be supplied in appropriate formats (transparent PNG for UI
elements, JPG for photographs and similar resources). They must also be in the appropriate
size for various uses. Very small images will look pixelated when enlarged, while
unnecessarily large images will slow down the code and might not be rendered accurately.
Unless an image is panned, zoomed in or otherwise explored, exceeding the screen
resolution only adds overhead. Note that this requirement only applies to production
images, not the editable/source version.

At present we have not finalized video and audio codec settings … but this will happen (in
consultation with media producers). Once determined, this standard will be strictly enforced.
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Screen-Based Interactives
Screen-based interactives are typically those that use a touchscreen to deliver the core user
experience. This is a broad category that includes everything from simple single-touchscreen
“kiosks” to larger multi-screen multi-user game-like experiences. Some of the subsections that
follow will only be applicable to simple screen-based interactives. For more complex interactives,
standards will need to be created on a case by case basis.

Initialization Screen
The Initialization Screen should appear on application startup. Its purpose is to inform anyone
watching that the application is initializing. Generally, this will be a VE or member of the support
staff. Occasionally though, a visitor might see this screen if an application is restarted during
operating hours. Because of this, the Initialization Screen should observe the Digital Standards and
use language appropriate for viewing by a visitor. The Initialization Screen should:
●
●
●
●

Show the application name and version number
Stay onscreen for a minimum of 3 seconds
Show content download progress for CMS-updateable exhibits
Provide a message to visitors explaining what is happening (e.g., “This exhibit is restarting
and will be available shortly, thank you for your understanding”).

Placeholder version of Initialization Screen. Actual design is TBD.
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Start Screen
If a visitor walks up to an unused screen-based interactive or initiates a restart of the experience, the
Start Screen should appear. Its purpose is to provide a title (or call to action) and allow the visitor to
proceed in his/her language of choice. The Start Screen:
●
●
●
●

Overlay of two black rectangular boxes with slightly rounded corners, 100% opacity
The left rectangle is for English, the right rectangle is for French
All text is white using the Univers font dictated by the Graphic Standards, Sentence Case.
Uses a dimmed/blurred background of the application

Start Screen in 16:9 format

Start Screen in portrait mode
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When a language button is pressed, the button should highlight 100% white as shown. The entire
rectangular box with text should shrink uniformly by 5%.

Start Screen interaction mode (shown here in 16:9 aspect ratio).
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Global navigation
Every application must use the same design for Global Navigation. This is an opaque black bar across
the bottom of the screen that remains accessible throughout the experience (with the exception of
the Start Screen).
All applications must show:
● The “Home”* button that restarts the experience;
● The “Volume” button (if applicable to that interactive). There is a low, medium, and high
level of volume that is cycled through upon touch of the single button. Note that this does
not restart the experience;
● The two language selection buttons (English/Français). Note that any language selection
change must be instant and not restart the experience;

The black strip across the bottom is the Global Navigation bar. Home, Volume, English and Français
should remain visible at all times. Note how the “Expand/Contract” triangles are placed at the
bottom for reachability on this (presumably) wall-mounted screen.

*Language other than ‘Home’ may be more appropriate in certain cases- for example, Start, Restart,
and Go. Please check with your CSTM project manager or contact Chris Jaja.
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Global Navigation Buttons
●
●
●

The buttons will always appear over a solid black bar with 100% opacity
The buttons will have a thin white border with black fill (#000000) with rounded corners (see
Button States below)
All icons will appear to the left of the corresponding text

Home Button

Language toggle between English and French. Note that (i) these two buttons will always appear
together side-by-side, (ii) the first letter of each is capitalized, and (iii) one will always be selected (in
this example it’s English).
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Non-Global Navigation Buttons
Buttons outside the global navigation bar MAY show only an icon and no text, or text and no icon.
While these buttons will be created on a case-by-case basis, a standard language should try to be
adhered to. For instance, if it makes sense for the particular interactive, try to use the words ‘Next’
(Suivant), ‘Previous’ (Précédent), and ‘Close’ (Fermer) rather than ‘Forward’, ‘Back’, or ‘Exit’, but in
no way are you limited to these 3 action buttons alone. All buttons outside of the global navigation
must adhere to the accessibility standards (100% opacity, within reach range, etc.).

Minimize/Maximize buttons

Scrolling
Scrollable content must indicate a scroll bar that is proportionate with the length of the content.
Scrolling should also be done by touch.

Button Interactivity
Buttons can have 3 states:
● Inactive state (default)
● Pressed state (when a finger is touching the button)
● Active state (optional, on buttons that need to indicate a “selected” state)

Buttons without an Active State
These buttons trigger a reaction from the interface when touched and do not have an active state.
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For example, pressing the “Close” button will close an overlay and the button will either disappear or
return to an inactive state (depending on the case). Upon touch, the “Play” button on a Media Player
will change its appearance to show the “Pause” icon and vice versa.

Buttons with an Active State
These buttons have an active state change after the pressed state. For example, the language
buttons change their visual appearance to indicate which language is selected. The selected
language is in an active state.

Visual Design

Inactive state: black fill, white text, white border.
Pressed state: Use gray fill (#575757), white text, no border. Button shrinks uniformly 5%.
Active state: 100% white fill, black text, no border.
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Media Player
Whenever a screen-based interactive shows video as part of the main experience, a global design for
the media player must be followed. This includes an opaque black bar at the bottom of the video
that hosts specific controls for: play/pause; go back 15 seconds, the scrubber bar; audio level change
(there is a low, medium, and high level of volume that is cycled through upon touch of the single
button); and an option to show an ASL/LSQ overlay.
For accessibility, closed captions must always be shown
A to-scale excerpt of the graphic design guide is included below. Designs will differ according to
screen size and pixel density and will be described in further detail later in this document.

Media Player. Note that the video is currently paused since the Play button is visible.
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Media Player with ASL on. The video can be closed by either explicitly pressing the close button
(location of close button tbd) or by pressing the surrounding semi-transparent background.

Various states of the Media Player. Note how the visitor can press anywhere on the video to play/
pause. The inverse operation is not shown but is implied.
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Media Player button layout
At the bottom of the media player sits a control bar with a number of buttons, progress slider and
time indications.
From left to right:
● Play/Pause button
● Rewind 15 seconds
● Time elapsed
● “Scrub” bar
● Total Time (does not change)
● Volume button
● ASL/LSQ button

Media Player button interactivity
The buttons on the Media Player follow the general guidelines with a few distinctions:
● The Play/Pause button can show either the Play icon (when paused) or the Pause icon (when
played). When pressed, the icon shrinks 5% and dims to #959595 to maintain the 7:1
contrast ratio with the black background.
● The ASL button should be an active button. However, as it triggers an interface change (the
ASL overlay is shown), it doesn’t have a different visual state when active.
● The volume button cycles between 3 distinct states: Low, Medium, and High. The default is
tbd. When pressed, the icon shrinks 5% and dims to #959595 to maintain the 7:1 contrast
ratio with the black background. When released, it proceeds to the next state and replaces
the icon.
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Timeouts
After a period of inactivity, applications must go back to the Start Screen. This period should reflect
the nature of the experience and must be adjustable by CSTM (the museum’s software
infrastructure provider, EDM, will provide technical guidelines on the standardized way to expose
parameters like this.)
When “timing out”, applications must provide a modal confirmation dialog. This dialog allows the
visitor the opportunity to cancel the timeout and continue. The dialog makes it immediately obvious
that time is running out while providing the visitor ample time to dismiss the modal.
Note that any physical hardware activity (sensors or switches) must be taken into account. Similarly,
long playing videos that were started by a visitor interaction should be allowed to play through.

Timeout screen, Sentence Case.
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Asset Sizes for 24” and 42” Screen
Assets will be provided for 24” and 42” screens at a pixel resolution of 1920 x 1080.

Start Screen. 16:9 format. 24” Screen.

Media Player. 16:9 format. 24” Screen. English Selected.
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Screen showing textboxes and global navigation. 16:9 format. 24” Screen. English Selected.

Start Screen. 16:9 format. 42” Screen.
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Media Player. 16:9 format. 42” Screen. English Selected.

Screen showing textboxes and global navigation. 16:9 format. 42” Screen. English Selected.
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Testing Mode
Every application must support a Testing Mode. Entering (or leaving) this mode will be triggered by
CSTM IT staff via the Show Control system. During testing mode, applications must show:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Application name and version
Computer ID (values provided via EMS);
Touch indicators to aid with touch overlay troubleshooting;
Last CMS contact, if applicable
Any settings/parameters that need calibration to provide an optimal experience (e.g.
sensitivity for sensors, calibration values etc);
Raw and normalized hardware inputs, if applicable;
Any other relevant utilities such as
○ Simulating sensor hardware to aid test-bed usage and off-site staff;
○ Methods to skip long introductions or interactions to aid testing;
○ Application/Interactive specific functionality, as required

The visual design for the testing mode is TBD.
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Audio Stations
Audio stations are a listening experience with playback triggered through some kind of physical
interaction (e.g., a button press, motion sensed). The main issues that digital standards must
address are accessibility and language selection. These will be clarified in the coming months.

Linear Film Experiences
Linear film experiences are screen-based interactives that lack any kind of interactivity. Video
playback is either triggered by a proximity sensor, initiated on a timer, or displayed on a constant
loop.
The main issues that digital standards will address are accessibility and language selection. Closed
Captioning must be always on and follow the design as shown in the Media Player section. In some
cases it may be possible to offer physical buttons to switch language. In the case of a theatrette, the
museum may choose to alternate between French and English versions. These decisions will be
provided based on discussions with stakeholders (including the various exhibition teams).
Note that when integrating any kind of hardware (sensor, button, countdown clock), the application
responsible must implement a Testing Mode to allow troubleshooting and calibration.

Immersive Environments
Immersive environments are by their nature unique and do not conform to the usual graphic
standards. They should, however, conform to accessibility, language selection and Testing Mode
standards. Depending on the experience, there could be a small screen that would allow CSTM staff
or even visitors to select language and accessibility parameters. Testing Mode must also be
supported, either via the aforementioned screen or accessible via Remote Desktop.

Digital Signage
Digital signage provides visitors with contextual (and typically dynamic) information, for example a
countdown clock outside a theatre or a kiosk outlining the day’s attractions.
●
●

Should adhere to standards of the screen-based interactives, but maintain a distinct feel that
separates them from the exhibits.
Non-interactive digital signage will display both languages at the same time or alternate
between them (TBD). Audiovisual content will be kept to a minimum.
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Mechanical Interactives
Mechanical interactives are physical experiences that rely on built exhibitry and/or electronic
sensors and do not typically have screens.
● Must still support a Testing Mode (as described in the Screen-based interactives section)
that would be accessible via Remote Desktop.
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Physical Buttons
When physical buttons are needed, the buttons should follow a similar format as the digital buttons
to maintain consistency. We have opted for the ~1.5" for the buttons shown below except for the
smaller volume button (1"). Button lights cannot blink.
Physical Global Navigation Buttons:
• Should appear bottom right of Interactive, with the exception of ‘Home’* which will appear
on the left to mirror the digital screen (see image).
• Headphone jack at very bottom right near edge for accessibility. Headphone icon shown
under jack. Circular volume control button (with 3 levels of volume) with Volume icon shown
with text under button to the left of the jack.
• Rectangular language buttons appear above volume: English always on the far left, followed
by Français. Any exceptions to this (additional languages) appear furthest right.
Physical Control Buttons:
• Under the interactive (for ease of use by individuals who are left- or right-handed).
• Includes all buttons that control the interactive outside of the physical global navigation.
• Common buttons are the triangular 'Previous/ Précédent', and 'Next/Suivant', and circular
Select/Sélectionner. Left/Right movement can be set up identically, in place of the
previous/next.
• Buttons such as joystick controls, magnification buttons, etc. will also be found here.
• Buttons will be separated within a group by 0.5 inches.
• There is a 1.5’ boundary from the centre of the screen, to the left and right. No button can
be found beyond this boundary.
Text for Buttons:
• Text is to appear below the physical button in Univers font, 18 pt, centred, sentence case,
bilingual (English followed by French, below). In cases where text below the buttons is not
ideal, please consult your CSTM project manager or contact Chris Jaja.
• For language buttons, the text appears only in that given language (ie-Français, Español).
• As volume is the same in English and French, it’s only required to be written once (with
icon).
• Braille tbd
For anything outside of these standards, you must speak with your CSTM Project Manager or Chris
Jaja.
*Language other than ‘Home’ may be more appropriate in certain cases- for example, Start, Restart,
and Go. Please check with your CSTM project manager or contact Chris Jaja.
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Example of physical buttons with a digital interactive.
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Questions/Feedback
Any and all feedback about these standards should be communicated to Chris Jaja, Director of Digital
Media and Technology, cjaja@techno-science.ca. This includes the discussion of one-off scenarios
that don’t fit within the anticipated categorizations.
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